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Previous work (McCrady and Su1erud, 1964,
Genetics 50:509-526) has shown that it is
possible, although difficult, to transmit
C02-sensitivity to resistant flies by
injection of cell free extracts prepared
from Texas Delayed Recovery (TDR) Droso-

phila me1anogaster. TOR flies are know to be homzygous for gene D1y which is the primary
factor responsible for the delay in recovery from C02 exposure of these strains. However,
the above mentioned transmission of C02-sensitivity suggests an infectious agent which is
suspected of being causally related to gene D1y. The poor success of transmission of C02-
sensitivity attained in many injection series suggests a very low titer of infectious materi-
al wi thin TDR flies. In attempting to determine if low ti ter is responsible for the lack of
success of C02-sensitivity transmission, concentration of TDR extracts by high~speed centri-
fugation prior to injection was accomlished in several experiments. In each experiment
several hundred TOR flies were crushed in 0.25M sucrose (200-250 f1ies!m1) buffered at pH
7.5 with Tris-HC1. Centrifugation of the crude extract at 1200XG for 15 minutes was followed
by centrifugation of the supernatant at 6000XG for 10 minutes. The supernatant was then
centrifuged at 40000XG for one to one and one-half hours wi th all centrifugation being com-
pleted in a Sorva11 Superspeed RC2-B automatic refrigerated centrifuge at 0_30C. The pellet
was resuspended in a small volume of sucrose solution and then injected into resistant Oregon
D. me1anogaster.

All control flies injected with C02-sensitive fly extracts prepared in the above manner
became C02 sensitive whi 1e none of those injected wi th plain sucrose solutions or hea~treated
TOR extracts did. While control flies gave the expected results, the C02 response of flies
injected with the concentrated TOR extracts was often not clear cut in a manner similar to
the situation encountered when non-concentrated TOR extract is injected. Mo~t TDR-injected
flies did not develop classical CO2-sensitivity, however in all three injection series som
sensitivity was induced with death of the affected flies following C02 exposure. For examp1~
in one test 13 of 54 injected flies did not recover within 15 minutes after C02 exposure
completed 31 days after the injection. Some recovery occurred later, but 8 flies died with-
in 24 hours. In most cases there were som flies which recovered slowly in a manner sugges-
tive of true delayed-recovery. Other evidence supporting the conclusion that some trans-
missible agent is involved appears when comarisons of control and test flies which survived
CO2 exposures are mae. Flies injected with TDR extracts were consistently weaker after C02
treatment than those injected with sucrose or TOR heat-treated extracts and were much less
likely to surive for any given length of time after exposure. Following each C02 exposure
many of the weakened flies of the TDR-injected test groups became stuck when returned to
culture vials and died while few of the controls did. One striking example was the third
injection series. After 45 days the 18 living control flies of a total of 26 injected with
TDR heat-treated extract were quite healthy and active while only 13 of 108 TOR-injected
flies of the test group were still alive and all were weak and inactive. The difference in
survival percentages (69% survival for controls to 12% survival for the test group) as well
as the observable differences in general health of the two groups indicates a difference in
the two extracts injected. The fact that the two extracts were the same except for heat
treatment prior to injection into the control flies must mean that the different responses
are related to some heat-liable transmissible substance in the TDR extracts.

One conclusion which can be drawn from these observations is that the concentrated
TOR extracts contain an infectious agent, not necessarily in small quantities, but essen-
tially of a "weak" nature which results in chronic detrimental effects following C02 exposure
that eventually kill most of the flies injected with such extracts. The differences be-
tween flies injected with TOR extracts and flies injected with extracts from CO2-sensitive
flies could be the result of a less virulent form of virus cr which normlly kills infected
flies immdiately after CO2 exposure. The possibility of a mutant form of cr in TOR flies
may be related in som unknown way to the possible integration of the virus in the Droso-
phi 1a chromsome as suggested by the presence of gene D1y.


